THURSDAY, APRIL 2, 2015

INTERACTIVE SMALL GROUP SESSION with GOOGLE
9:00 am to 12:00 pm | 474 University Centre

Students will get the chance to talk with representatives from Google, learn about life at Google and play their interactive card game “Launch & Iterate” (check out Launch & Iterate Tutorial on YouTube). Lunch to follow for group participants. PRE-REGISTRATION NECESSARY, SPACE IS LIMITED TO 30 STUDENTS.

PLEASE PRE-REGISTER AT CAREERCONNECT: UOFMCAREERSERVICES.CA/STUDENTS

TECH TALK on the GO LANGUAGE
1:00 to 2:20 pm | E2-105, EITC

Students will hear about the Go Programming Language, which makes it easy to build simple, reliable and efficient software. NO REGISTRATION NECESSARY, SPACE IS ON A FIRST COME BASIS, UP TO 100 STUDENTS.

INTERVIEW TIPS from GOOGLE
2:30 to 3:45 pm | E2-330, EITC

Students will learn how to prepare for interviews at tech companies like Google and get tips on possible interview questions. NO REGISTRATION NECESSARY, SPACE IS ON A FIRST COME BASIS, UP TO 80 STUDENTS.

TECH TALK on MAXIMIZING DATA CENTRE EFFICIENCY
4:30 to 5:30 pm | Senate Chambers, E3-262, EITC

Students will learn about data centres and how they can be built and operated in the most efficient way possible. NO REGISTRATION NECESSARY, SPACE IS ON A FIRST COME BASIS, UP TO 100 STUDENTS.

Tim Lambert, Senior Software Engineer, Google. U of M Alumnus.
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